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First impression of the new ŠKODA FABIA’s interior
› Fourth generation of the small car features ŠKODA’s enhanced interior concept
› Improved sense of space, fresh colours and technologies from higher vehicle classes
› New ŠKODA FABIA celebrates its world premiere at the beginning of May
Mladá Boleslav, 29 April 2021 – ŠKODA AUTO reveals further details of the new FABIA and
gives a first impression of the interior of the fourth model generation in an official
design sketch. Based on the Volkswagen Group’s Modular Transverse Toolkit MQB-A0, the
interior of the popular small car offers even more room, an enhanced sense of spaciousness
and fresh colours. Technologies from higher vehicle classes have also been incorporated.
The Czech car manufacturer is systematically refining the interior concept already
implemented in the current ŠKODA OCTAVIA by introducing new details in the FABIA.
The new ŠKODA FABIA will be celebrating its world premiere at the beginning of May.
The new, fourth generation of the ŠKODA FABIA is based on the Volkswagen Group’s
Modular Transverse Toolkit MQB-A0, making it longer and wider than its predecessor. This
extra room creates a more spacious atmosphere for passengers. The symmetrically designed
instrument panel with its central, free-standing display and a coloured horizontal decorative trim
accentuates the width of the interior, and the character line beneath the display mirrors the ŠKODA
grille. Large round air outlets on the right and left create new accents, as do the coloured elements
in the centre console and door handles along with the newly designed chrome door openers. One
of the design sketches also reveals prominent FABIA lettering on the side of the instrument panel.
Large touch display as a central element
The large, free-standing display dominates the aesthetic of the new ŠKODA FABIA’s interior.
The touch screen enables the modern infotainment systems as well as many other vehicle
functions to be controlled with ease. The design sketch also shows the customisable
Virtual Cockpit, which is a key feature of larger ŠKODA models and is now making its debut as an
option for the FABIA. The world premiere of the fourth FABIA generation is set for beginning of
May.
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The new FABIA logo
Logo of the new fourth generation of the ŠKODA FABIA.
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ŠKODA AUTO
› is focusing on three priorities with its ‘NEXT LEVEL ŠKODA’ program for the future: expanding the model portfolio
towards entry-level segments, exploring new markets for further growth in the volume segment and making tangible
progress in sustainability and diversity.
› currently offers its customers ten passenger-car series: the CITIGOe iV, FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA and
SUPERB as well as the KAMIQ, KAROQ, KODIAQ and ENYAQ iV.
› delivered over one million vehicles to customers around the world in 2020.
› has belonged to the Volkswagen Group for 30 years. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle
manufacturers in the world. In association with the Group, ŠKODA AUTO independently develops and manufactures
vehicles, as well as components, engines and transmissions.
› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic; manufactures in China, Russia, Slovakia and India mainly through
Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine with a local partner.
› employs approximately 42,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets.

